
Get the best out of your
Log360 Cloud MSSP

Why choose the MSSP edition
over the Basic and Standard plans?

Protect your cloud infrastructure from cyberthreats, data breaches, and compliance violations 

effortlessly with Log360 Cloud MSSP's comprehensive cloud security and compliance management 

capabilities. Log360 Cloud's MSSP edition offers a host of capabilities that cater to the needs of MSSPs, 

including: 

Data segregation with multi-tenancy.

Commitments to data security.

Guaranteed around-the-clock availability of services.

Role-based access controls (RBACs).

High-end security features.

Fast time to value with quick deployment. 

https://www.manageengine.com/cloud-siem/log360-cloud-managed-security-service-provider-edition.html


Simplified log management across clients: Have the convenience of managing, 

monitoring, and delegating multiple clients from a single console. This streamlines your 

operations, saves time, and increases efficiency.

Extended log retention: The MSSP edition's log retention time is two times that of our 

Standard plan and three times that of our Basic plan. This ensures that you have access to 

critical log data for a longer duration, enabling better analysis and investigation.

Reduced credential management: Managing multiple clients brings scalability 

challenges. Eliminate the need to maintain multiple sets of credentials for each technician in 

your organization. With the MSSP edition, you only need a single set of credentials to access 

and manage all your clients, simplifying the process and reducing administrative overhead.

Client blocking and log preservation: The MSSP edition offers the flexibility to 

enable or disable clients during payment disputes. This functionality allows you to block 

incoming logs and server threads from clients with payment delays. Despite such 

restrictions, the system ensures the retention of their log data for compliance and audit 

purposes. 

Dynamic license allocation: Be equipped to dynamically allocate licenses to clients 

based on their usage requirements. For example, if a client is not utilizing the storage as 

expected, you can easily reallocate it to another client. Use this flexibility to optimize your 

resources and reduce costs by paying only for what you actually use.

Access to MSSP features: Gain access to our upcoming MSSP features, such as a client 

login portal, personalization options, technician audit capabilities, and more, through our 

MSSP edition. These features will enhance your experience, provide additional value, and 

ensure cutting-edge security.

Expanded capacity: Get 100 alert profiles and 20 correlation rules for each client when 

you opt for the MSSP edition. This surpasses the capabilities of our Standard plan, which 

offers 50 alert profiles and 10 correlation rules. For enhanced comprehensive threat 

detection and response, fine-tune your security monitoring and detection for each client 

with this expanded capacity. 

Difference between the MSSP edition and
the Basic and Standard plans

$
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Dedicated technician management: With dedicated technician assignment and 

management features, this edition allows RBAC, enabling MSSPs to assign technicians to 

specific clients for data privacy and operational efficiency.

Multi-tenancy requirements: Manage multiple customer profiles seamlessly from a 

centralized console. This edition ensures that each customer’s data is logically separated, 

maintaining stringent data privacy and security.

Cost-efficiency: Optimize costs by leveraging our cloud-based model, which minimizes 

the need for substantial upfront investments in on-premises hardware and infrastructure. 

Additionally, this approach significantly reduces ongoing maintenance costs and the 

associated labor typically required for the upkeep of physical hardware and software 

systems. 

Secure data handling: Benefit from strict data security, privacy, and segregation to 

protect sensitive information across multiple operations and clients.

Here’s when you should choose the MSSP edition
over the Basic and Standard plans

Sign up for a free demo to see how Log360 Cloud MSSP will benefit your organization.

$

https://log360cloud.manageengine.com/rest/v1/signup
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